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LAGARE HOTEL VENEZIA – COLLECTION MGALLERY – IN
TRIPADVISOR’S TOP 10 ‘HOT NEW HOTELS’ IN EUROPE
LaGare Hotel Venezia in Italy, part of the MGallery Collection, recently earned praise from
TripAdvisor in its list of top hotels in Europe in 2013. This ranking highlights the hotels that—based
on scores and feedback from travelers themselves—treated guests to an unforgettable stay. To
qualify for this ranking, hotels had to be less than 12 months old, have 30 or more comments, and
have a 4/5 or higher aggregate score. After La Cour du Corbeau in Strasbourg—which TripAdvisor
tipped as the best hotel in France in January, LaGare Hotel Venezia is the second MGallery hotel to
top a TripAdvisor user ranking.
LaGare Hotel Venezia is an Art and Design gem in a yesteryear Venetian glassworks

Besides being the first hotel to open on Murano island, in the heart of Venice lagoon, LaGare Hotel Venezia,
which came to life in 2013, is in a building that once housed a bygone-day Venetian glassworks established in the
19th century. It is an art and design pearl. It is in a magnificent building with an amazing story—the walls of this
former prestigious glassworks bear witness to that—and yet eminently modern; the decoration is elegantly
unpretentious but eminently sophisticated, and Venini glasswork enhances the overall effect.
“We are proud of this award. It is tantamount to international praise for the excellence of our teams’ daily efforts to
delight travelers who are keen on exciting emotional experiences and discoveries. The unique setting, history,
infrastructure and services provided by MGallery combined no doubt make this hotel one that guests themselves
commend and recommend.” according to the hotel board direction.

The 118 rooms – including 31 executives and 3 ‘junior’ suites – feature elegant furniture, including Venini light
fittings and impressive hand-beveled mirrors. The elegant Riva Longa restaurant is nestled in a quintessentially
Venetian courtyard, and serves refined dishes inspired by Venetian flavors.”
“Many of our customers are curious about this place, which is steeped in history,” explains the hotel board
direction He adds, “And everyone on the staff knows about this building’s history and can answer guest’s
questions. Telling the LaGare Hotel Venezia’s story is also part of treating guests to a great experience—and the
memorable experience that the MGallery Collection promises.”

MGallery is a Collection of nearly 70 high-end hotels belonging to the Accor group, the world’s leading hotel operator (3,500
hotels in 92 countries on five continents). Each hotel in the Collection brings to life with talent a unique personality and
story, experienced by guests through its architecture, interior design and services. They are inspired by one of the
Collection's three hallmark atmospheres: "Heritage" hotels charged with history reflecting their historic roots, "Signature"
hotels that mirror an esthetic universe and style inspired by a personality who contributed to their creation or decoration,
and "Serenity" hotels that offer guests a haven of relaxation in a seaside, rural, mountain or urban setting.
All the hotels in the Collection invite guests to experience “Memorable Moments.”
MGallery and the hotels in the Collection share three strong values: "Singularity" - each hotel is unique and original with its
own strong personality; "Elegance" - a MGallery hotel embodies distinction, stylishness and good taste; and, lastly,
"Consideration" –their personnel take pride in offering guests respect, recognition and personalized service.
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